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Puppet Lady(10-04-2066)
 
Biography of Puppet Lady Born with a puppet in my hand, talking words from
puppets mouth so grand. I went on stage Razel puppet was all the rage. She said
things no one would dare to say...Razel: 'Here's for being a puppet in a human
world- I can freeze any boy or girl... but I do find talking with human adults...are
like talking to a certain cult.
 
come on...! let's lighten up- Razel says...
I'm a puppet, would you like to be me instead? 
 
Puppet Lady's Published Books:
 
Soon to be released 'Puppet Poems' with all the poems of Razel, Melodie
Mezoree', Sarah Star and the rest of the Krendoll gang.
 
Meet the Original Puppet Lady at 
No common place puppets or dolls here.
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A  Puppet Named Razel
 
There is a puppet named Razel
who is controller of children's birthday dreams-
Razel freezes the Krendoll characters with her ice beam
While giving her evil stare with her black eyes so mean.
She is also half krazy and has only 2 fingers and no hands
While waving all her ice-devices all over Krendoll land.
Now she thinks her looks are as pretty as all human sin
Bright red lips and a black arched eyebrows drawn pencil thin.
So remember Razel has no pupils  for she doesn't want to see your real face
She feels she is the most fabulous puppet and all humans are a disgrace.
I would say she has a heart like  the Grinch who stole Christmas past
Only Razel's heart is frozen with no emotions so she can have the last laugh.
 
Written by Puppet Lady on December 12,2010
 
 
 
Puppet Lady
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A Prince Named Emeray
 
There once was a prince named Emeray
That had golden yellow hair,
He was a twin of Melodie who had skin so fair.
Now Emeray was to be king in 'Unfreezing Prince Emeray'
He would transform into a king on Sarah Star's Birthday.
Once he was king Razel had no control over him,
He would help the rest of the Suzarian galaxy before it became to dim.
 
Written by Puppet Lady on Dec.4,2010
 
 
 
Puppet Lady
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Big Tomatoe
 
When I was about five,
I thought  tornados came alive.
Alive into a big tomato with legs,
walking up the hill to where I lived.
Waiting anxiously outside my front door,
I was afraid but wanted to see more.
I imagined a big gigantic tomato coming up the street,
I thought it be cool and thought it be neat to see.
Wind starting blowing and sky became still,
the birds disappeared, I began to feel chills.
I imagined Big Tomatoes footsteps going boom, boom,
My family hid in the basement in the family room.
Sleeping downstairs was fun for me,
we were all together as a family.
Now Big Tomato never did come,
But I have fond memories of a night of fun.
 
Puppet Lady
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Birth Of Melodie And Emeray
 
It was a night to remember,
for it was in the month of Mezember.
A month that marked the end of the year,
for Mezoranean twins would be born who would be very dear.
They would be crowned the birthstone emperors of Mezeron,
they would rule once all spells where broken and gone.
Crowned with 13 birthstones that sparkled all bright and shiny,
now what would stop them from their destiny?
But their evil mother who was distraught with revenge and greed,
she would not want them to succeed.
She knew the
would cast before they could open their eyes,
They would not know their mother was under a disguise.
She was an Iceranean ice witch who bore them to control,
she was very evil and her heart was an icy blue cold.
 
Puppet Lady
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Draco Dragon Crown
 
Cold blue ice rain falling down,
falling on the dragon's  crown,
Making it sparkle and shimmer real bright,
the rain keeps pouring all through the night.
When Dragon Queen wakes up to see,
she notices crown has one but three,
three stones that where placed there last night,
placed in the crown very just right.
Placed by an elf that is the keeper at the gate,
he is the one who will see the dragon's fate.
For he knows where the potion is that will break her spell,
he was there the night in which it fell.
For now dragon is waiting against time,
where she will one day rule in her kingdom divine.
 
Puppet Lady
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Dreeka Dragon
 
Dreeka Dragon's Crown
Cold blue ice rain falling down,
falling on the dragon's  crown,
Making it sparkle and shimmer real bright,
the rain keeps pouring all through the night.
When Dragon Queen wakes up to see,
she notices crown has one but three,
three stones that where placed there last night,
placed in the crown very just right.
Placed by an elf that is the keeper at the gate,
he is the one who will see the dragon's fate.
For he knows where the potion is that will break her spell,
he was there the night in which it fell.
For now dragon is waiting against time,
where she will one day rule in her kingdom divine.
 
Puppet Lady
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Melodie's Ride Home
 
Melodie to loves to hear the saxophone
she listens to it on her way home.
Sitting next to the sax player on the subway
she is happy inside and is very gay.
She does not want to leave at all
even though she is quite small.
Humans across from her on the other side
look at her in amazement
they are shocked inside.
That doesn't bother Melodie for she
is filled with pride—
Listening to lovely music on her subway ride.
 
Written by Puppit Lady on September 27,2012
 
 
 
 
Puppet Lady
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Melodie's Song
 
because i'm the smallest of them all
i don't do things that are tall.
i have more magic per inch of stuffing
as you can see i'm not bluffing
bluffing when i say
i can make every child have a 'very happy birthday! '
oooh, oooh, how i really like being a smal doll!
oooh, oooh, how i like not being tall!
oooh, oooh, i am sooo happy, happy as can be!
i'm your intergalatic doll named melodie!
i like visit different places and look for birds in the trees.
'oooh, oooh, i'm melodie!
the happy doll whose really small as small as can be!
song by me! melodie! The Krendoll doll
Written by Puppit Lady on October 5,2010
 
 
Puppet Lady
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Mr. Big Toe Magically Transforms
 
Big Toe' magically gets so big
he has magical powers, he never worked out in the gym.
Big Toe now has sweet memories,
memories of the Krendoll characters so sweet. 
Big Toe can't figure out why he feels so happy inside,
he now has a colorful outfit with a bigger tie,
Big Toe is so happy he has a new magical life.
Transformed Big Toe is what the neighbors think,
they see Big Toe so happy to be alive,
Big Toe is so happy for he can't deny,
Big Toe gets so big, tears come to his eyes.
Big Toe gets bigger and bigger; but he makes it outside
Outside to see the sunshine, he is no longer inside.
Then it rains and makes a lot of mud,
Big Toe doesn't mind if he gets stuck.
Stuck in the mud goes Big Gigantic Toe,
then his friend Hamburger Helper Hand—
helps him because he understands…
how excited Big Toe is to get so Big…
big like the biggest Big Toe that had magically grown,
Magical like Pinocchio's very Long nose.
 
Puppet Lady
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Mr. Big Toe's Day
 
What do you know?
It's Big Toe starting to grow.
Grow so big it has it's own singing gig.
Big Toe gets on stage wearing shiny digs.
Big Toe begins to sing wearing colorful wigs,
like Lady Gaga and Mr. Potatoe head,
Big Toe get's interviewed on what he says.
Everyone is watching him and his moves,
Big Toe starts a line dance with cool grooves.
Now Big Toe is on the Radio what do you know?
He travels all over like Mexico and even Morocco.
Big Toe hit the Big Time finally with a cool Radio Show,
Show is called &quot;Big Toe Has To Know&quot;.
Written By Suzae Chevalier on January 25,2012
 
 
 
 
Puppet Lady
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Please Don'T Take Our Sunshine Away
 
Please don't take our sunshine away,
For our flowers need their sunshine
Like our trees and plants too.
And all the animals need to wake up so they know what they are to do.
Our toy factories are run by sunlight,
And so does our big crystal clock too,
To tell us when a doll is to be made in a magical crystal cave.
The sun warms our hearts and all the birds in the trees.
And all of the butterflies and the yellow bumble bees.
So as the Krendoll  dolls we will fight till we have our way,
To make Krendoll island filled with sunlight once again.
We need to bring back birthdays once again,
By making clocks tell time, bringing birthdays songs back with rhyme,
From beautiful sounding chimes.
Bringing back presents with bows and birthday cakes that glow.
 
Puppet Lady
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Ralzel Invades Melodie's Dreams
 
Razel the ice-witch lived in her ice tower
decided one day to end all Krendoll birthdays with her ice powers.
She was jealous because she could not dream
her life was empty and so she schemed
A plan to control Krendoll through her evil ice beam.
Razel  knew that Melodie came to Krendoll at night
And visited UniCandle unicorn with his horn shining bright.
Melodie would also visited Granny Krendoll and little boy named Little Gem
Razel would give Melodie an Iceranean robot toy to trick both of them.
It would control the mind of Melodie making her think the toy gave her joy.
But it was really a robotic toy.
Razel would make her believe that Krendoll island was real bad
And they would never be happy on Krendoll island only sad.
Razel would convince them that Iceron was grand.
She would trick them to go to her icy land
and receive great icey toys, ones that they had never had.
The two would be fooled into believing Iceron was a fun place
Little did they know Razel would erase
All of their memories by placing them in ice beds
And placing Iceranean crystal headbands on top of their heads.
The crystal was programmed to make them do her bidding
She would take away their fun and she wasn't kidding.
 
Puppet Lady
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Razel Is All The Rage
 
No birthdays in heaven
we do not age
I hear we stay around
20-30 said a sage.
Now, what will Melodie
and UniCandle unicorn do?
I think they will have to
'Sing the Blues'
Now Razel will
have her way
she is happy and thinks
she's all the rage.
 
Puppet Lady
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Razel Not Wanted At All
 
On the planet of the Krendoll dolls
Razel the puppet is not wanted at all.
Razel replies with a evil grin
'This is discrimination-
Just because I don't
have stuffing inside of me
doesn't make you more happy.
I am hollow without a doubt
and I am proud when I shout.
I'm the evilest puppet of all,
I would never want to be a doll! '
 
Puppet Lady
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Razel Plots Revenge
 
Razel the ice witch as you know is not very nice
she cast spells on Sarah Star friends in their dreams with ice.
Razel's reasoning is that after her mother died
no one could have a 'Happy Birthday' for this
happened on her birthday when she was only five.
She died on Razel's birthday which sticks out like a thorn
in Razel's mind where her thoughts filled with scorn.
Razel's mother Rose was on planet Mezeron at the time
when this all happened Razel turned on a dime.
Razel flew to planet Mezeron where she searched and she stole
a Birthday crown that was made out of gold.
This would be her key into her way to the Mezeranean Dynasty.
Razel changed the life of the Mezeraneans
knowing she could get away with it again and again.
Razel cast an ice spell that was evil and grim
this ice spell would make the planet of Mezeron gloomy and dim.
She would go to the King of Francis of Mezore'
she would charm put a spell on him
She would plan her marriage and have fraternal twins.
She had these two children so she could rule and manipulate
she would freeze them in ice and control their fate.
But luckily Great Aunt Meeka would intervene
she could only unravel Razel's evil scheme.
Great Aunt Meeka sent the twins to
where a magical unicorn was born
UniCandle unicorn would turn Melodie into a doll
with the magic from his horn.
The twins were separated when Melodie was turned into doll
they could not be together until they could both break Razel's spell.
Razel thought up ways to capture the twins
she would do anything to get back the both of them.
But for now Razel would have her way, by freezing all of Mezore'.
Stopping anyone from entering Mezeron with the power of an ice shield
She would keep Mezoranean's in and make them build-
crystal factories where they would make the nightmare crystal headbands-
then she would distribute them into faraway lands.
Yes, Razel had evil plans that where deceitful and mean
she would do anything for power and greed.
Now that leads us to the next story were Melodie and Emeray got away
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they went to the land of Krendoll were they celebrate birthdays.
 
Written by Puppet Lady on August 5,2001
 
 
 
Puppet Lady
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Razel Puppet Hypnotizes
 
Razel with her beady eyes
 
stares at audience trying to hypnotize
 
She scans the room with her glare
 
hoping audience is frightened with fear.
 
She then shouts out to an unsuspecting guest
 
she makes fun of him-what she does best.
 
She see's all humans with putty minds
 
making fun of them is her crime.
 
Caught of guard you laugh on a dime.
 
Now an audience member make sexual jokes back
 
she just resonds crazily and laughs and laughs.
 
Finally Razel has to get off the stage
 
she thinks she is all the rage.
 
Written by Puppet Lady on September 21,2012
 
Puppet Lady
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Razel Puppet's Birth
 
On a cold and icy day
on a freezing mountain faraway.
A baby was to be born
who would be filled with much loathing and scorn.
She would one day come to possess a power
that would deny her much happiness.
For Razel would drink a potion that would totally freeze
her ability to feel the emotions of joy, love and glee-
She would not be able to have restful sleep
and count sheep, but she would be able to breathe.
She would develop a power that she would cast from her tower.
To control children's thoughts on planet Earth below
she would send to Earth a cold and freezing snow
that would have in it her thought forms to control
children's thoughts forever more.
 
Written by Puppet Lady on March 14,1997
 
 
 
Puppet Lady
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Razel Puppet's Childhood
 
Razel was born on planet Iceron
where the days where short and the nights were long.
It was a cold planet of snow and ice
Iceranean's were cold and not very nice.
Now Razel believed at any early age
she could control people when she went into a rage.
See she believed she could do no wrong
She would get her way by singing her 'Feel Sorry For Me Song'.
She would play games with children were she always had to be
the center of attention and it was all about 'Poor Me'
Of course she always had to be right
if not she would start a big fight.
When she got older, she got even freezing colder.
She felt getting her way would become her forte.
She decided she would rule through the power of ice.
She would cast ice spells with her ice device.
In order to do this she would have to sacrifice
All her good emotions, like being warm and nice
She would drink the evil ice portion king her emotions totally frozen.
She longed for even more power and control
that will be in another story that I have yet to be told
 
Puppet Lady
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Razel Puppet's Destiny
 
On a cold and icy day
on a freezing mountain faraway.
A baby was to be born
who would be filled with much loathing and scorn.
She would one day come to possess a power
that would deny her much happiness.
For Razel would drink a potion that would totally freeze
her ability to feel the emotions of joy, love and glee-
She would not be able to have restful sleep
and count sheep, but she would be able to breathe.
She would develop a power that she would cast from her tower.
To control children's thoughts on planet Earth below
she would send to Earth a cold and freezing snow
that would have in it her thought forms to control
children's thoughts forever more.
 
Written by Puppet Lady on March 14,1997
 
Puppet Lady
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Razel Puppet's Evil Plan
 
Razel had a secret plan, she would rule all of Krendoll land.
She would also rule the Mezoraneans
who she thought took her mother from her hands.
Razel had evil plans scheming in her head
should I cast my ice spell making Mezoraneans all red?
No of course Razel would make them blue
and here are some other evil things Razel would do.
Mezoranean would wear Razel's Iceranean crystal headbands
where she would control their dreams like make them do headstands.
Yes, they would be in Razel's cold sleep
all the Mezoranean's could do is count sheep.
Then Razel would search and hunt down
The Mezoranean Royal crown.
Once Razel had the Mezoranean royal crown on her head
she would then rule every single Mezoranean.
She would have her own way, by being the Queen of Mezore'. 
Yes, she would rule the Kingdom of birthday gems
she would put Iceranean jewels on their crowned heads.
She wanted revenge, yes indeed, for she was filled with
scorn, spite and greed for Razel invades Melodie's dreams.
 
Puppet Lady
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Razel Puppet's Evil Robotar
 
You think I'm crazy maybe I'm not
maybe it was my evil Robotar.
Yes, he was programmed to do the deed
he's filled with spite he's filled with greed.
Greed to succeed to make me lead.
I programmed him I do confess
he will do like all the rest.
Take over my plan that I do best.
controlling minds of humans
for I've experimented and I did test.
I will reign once again
in this realm of fairy land.
 
Puppet Lady
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Razel Puppet's Ice Witch Song
 
Yes, I'm Razel the ice-witch, am evil and I'm ice blue
Yes, I'm Razel the ice-witch, am evil and I can freeze you
With my ice-device into an ice-cube!
With this ice-device in my hand, I will freeze all of Krendoll land.
I will form ice in the clouds,
I will begin my chant right out loud.
'This is Razel, the ice-witch you know who I am…
Yes, this is Razel the ice-witch ___________________.
an freeze everything day or night!
I'm Razel the ice-witch and I'm sharp as ice!
I'm Razel the ice-witch, I'm evil and I'm bad
I am Razel the ice-witch, I'm evil and I'm glad!
Because I can control your feelings thoughts and deeds,
Because I'm filled with spite and greed!
Yes, I'm Razel the ice-witch and I can freeze you just like that!
Yes, I can freeze you just like that! !
Uh, huh, huh, huh!
Written by Puppet Lady on January 6,2000
  
 
Puppet Lady
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Razel Puppet's Ice-Cape Song
 
With this ice-cape you will not be able to escape
Because I have frozen you! !
Making you cold and very blue!
Now, going down, down, to the underground
Where there is bats flying all around
You hear a sound that sends a shiver up your spine
You don't know where it is coming from.
 
Puppet Lady
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Razel Ruins Birthdays
 
Razel the ice-witch who lived in her ice tower,
Decided one day to take away Krendoll birthdays
With her ice-witch power,
She was jealous for her in her mind,
She thought her died on her birthday when she was five.
Razel as a young girl at the birthday cake,
Decided right then all dolls were fake.
She would have her ice robots made on Iceron that year,
She would make a gigantic Ice-Robot without any fear.
 
Puppet Lady
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Razel Rules
 
You laughed with me, you sang my name
but in the end I haven't changed.
For I am an Evil Puppet
yes indeed—
'Hey, I realized you really do love me! '
But not to worry, not to fret
I love you above all the rest!
Forget Mr. Pototoe Head, Boo-Berry
Count Chocola and his wife…
I'll think adoring thoughts of you all my life!
I am the one who has 'Looks for you to Die'
you'll 'Fall in Love'
for I'm not only pretty
I'm divinely fine.
Ruling your MIND till the End Of Time.'
with my crooked wicked smile,
knowing full well
'My Love For You' is wrapped up in twine.
You know you're mesmerized by my mind.
 
The End?
Ta…ta…Razel 110% Evil
 
Puppet Lady
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Razel Stops Children's Birthday Dreams
 
'I will stop Birthdays in children's dreams
I'll stop the fun of everything.
Cold Earth with no more heat
I make a spell with my cold Ice Beam! ! !
Yes, children will be under my cold ice spell
Have no more birthday dreams with Sarah and Mel.
No more visits to Krendoll land
Where UniCandle unicorn makes it grand.
I will make them visit Iceron
Giving them robots that sing my songs!
Oh, birthday dreams are out of date
Try to stop Earth's frozen dream state.
For I will control them with my evil rhymes
I control children's minds till the end of time!
 
Puppet Lady
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Razel The Ice-Witch
 
There once was an evil ice-witch named Razel
who wasn't very kind or even very nice
she would cook up evil potions made of clear crystal ice.
Yes, she would cast spells that turn children into dolls
making them small, plump, skinny or tall.
Once they were a doll she would make them dig for crystals latRazel The Ice-
Wıtche at night.
This crystal would freeze the magical unicorn and put him in a deep sleep
that would freeze him forever for eternity to keep.
But Razel did not know her daughter was turned into a magical doll
who knew she could fool Razel and break her magic spell.
Yes, Melodie was her name and she would need a magical headband
that could send messages to UniCandle waking him up instantly
and that no one could detect it was happening not even Razel's evil bats.
Melodie would then have to go up into Razel's ice tower and awake UniCandle
real fast
for the alarms would go off not giving them much of a chance.
Then Melodie would jump on UniCandle's back,
they would fly off fast before the bats
had a chance to attack.
As this happening Razel would quick look in her crystal ball
she would know then their was a doll that knew her spells quite well.
Now Razel had a lot of more work to do to get back UniCandle unicorn and his
crystal horn.
 
Puppet Lady
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Razel Took The N Out Of Nice
 
Melodie put the N into Nice
But Razel took it out
And made it into ice.
Freezing the word with all her might,
She made children feel freezing just like ICE.
 
Puppet Lady
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Razel's Evil Claw Robotar
 
I create an extra armed Robotar with a claw
I realize Robotar's heart is warm and begins to thaw.
Dripping sadness down to the ground
I realize Robotar's heart is mine and I begin to frown.
'Poor you Robotar I say with a blast
you've been programmed by me
'I control you at last! '
But don't you worry, don't you fret
I will not make you my little pet.
In fact you will be friends with Melodie
she is of course under your spell because of me!
 
Puppet Lady
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Razel's Motive Revealed
 
On a very cold and icy day
on a planet named Iceron faraway
a baby girl would be born
who would be filled with ridicule and scorn.
Her name was Razel who would one day come to possess
a power that would deny her much joy and happiness.
She would drink an evil ice cold potion
that made her good feelings totally frozen.
She decided to control minds is what she had chosen.
Yes, she wanted power to control
to live forever and not to grow old.
To have power to control the thoughts
of Melodie on planet Zercon
where days were sunny and birds sung birthday songs.
Razel would make a chilling icy snow
freezing Melodie's dreams to very cold.
In this dream sleep she would command
Melodie go to her cold and icy land.
She would then put on her head a Iceranean crystal headband.
Once the Iceranean headband was on top of Melodie's head
chanting this rhyme is exactly what Razel said:
'I am Razel the ice-witch and I control this Iceranean
land, I need your help in finding something that is very grand. 
It is a crown that only an Mezoranean child can find
it has 12 jewels on it that once found it's only mine.
Yes, this crown is mine till the end of time.
I will rule all of the Suzarian galaxy
with this crown on top of thee.'
 
Puppet Lady
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Razel's Plans Might Backfire
 
Razel was sneaking through the park one day
taking photos of Melodie and Emeray.
Yes, Emeray was sitting on a bench
sending Melodie secret messages.
See Emeray was a part of the plan
to help Melodie understand.
Understand not to be fooled by Razel's disguise
Razel would use other characters with evil eyes. 
Razel needed help getting her blood back to warm
Razel cast too many spells and now she felt harm.
Razel would try to use Sarah Star
who came to visit her Great Grandmother Jan Par.
Now leaving Central park on this cold November day
Razel realized she needed more footage
for everything was cold and grey.
This spring Razel will be landing in the park
with her spaceship in the dark.
Now stay tuned for adventures to transpire
hopefully Razel's evil plans don't backfire.
 
Puppet Lady
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Razel's Revenge
 
Melodie and Emeray were born to be crowned with gold
Razel would freeze them making them forget what they know.
She wanted to rule the Kingdom of Mezore' at last
She had a lot of regrets, she lived in the past.
She took her revenge out on two innocent kids
She could careless of the evil she did.
She carried her anger and hatred quite far
Spreading it to another solar system and it's own shining star.
Yes, she wouldn't stop, she would go straight to planet Earth
While Earthanian mother's were giving birth.
Razel needed Melodie and her power yes indeed
To help in evil plan and make her succeed
Razel needed to be the Queen of the Kingdom of Mezore'
So Melodie could not have her 16th Birthday
Razel made a potion so Melodie could not grow old
She would cast an evil spell that was very evil and cold.
Melodie would be frozen and be put in an ice cube bed
Razel would deprogram the crystal on top of her head.
and program it with Razel thoughts instead.
Making her do all the evil things Razel wanted her to do
Melodie not knowing her thoughts were not true.
She wanted to control Melodie's higher power
By taking away her free will she would control from her ice tower.
She would rely on the use of a mind altering Iceranean rock
So Melodie was controlled by Razel every time she talked.
A pon in Razel's evil plan, Melodie would be
Making everyone in the solar system be deceived
That the Mezoraneans were evil and mean
Selling Mezoranean crystal headbands for power and greed.
 
Written by Puppet Lady on December 11,1998
 
 
 
 
Puppet Lady
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Razel's Song To Melodie
 
I will freeze your feelings one by one,
you will go completely numb.
I will teach you to ignore,
what all of your feelings are for.
You will not be able to cry at will,
when I let out my evil shrill.
This shrill is loud and controlled by me
making you feel like your helpless and weak
this shrill makes it hard for you to speak!
Speak your mind is not an option for you Melodie!
How dare you speak out!
Yes, you were born to be controlled by me until the age of 16!
By then you will be totally Iceranean! !
What? ! How dare you not play my frozen 'Emotions game'!
I'm in control here! You stay the same!
 
Puppet Lady
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Razel's Song To Planet Earth
 
Yes, my PreciOUS Planet Earth...
You have a lot on Your PLATE
I know those Humans have to
STOP POLLUTING before it's TOO LATE...
Anyways, the Sun has been Quite kind
And I know It's not your TIME
Yes, I won't FREEZE YOU and YOUR SUN
I hope You Don't Mind
I want to Be a Very HaPPY ValenTINE...
Believe ME  I WOn't WINE...
I'll try To Really SHINE...
In MY NEXT BOOK
Where EveryBODY Gets aLONG JUST FINE...
 
Puppet Lady
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The Magic Of Krendoll Island
 
The world is filled with Kings and Queens,
Along with many other wonderful things,
That delight you eyes and makes you sing
Of happy songs and merry things.
So come with me to a fantasy land,
Where your birthday is special, merry and grand!
It's a place in your dreams, where you go to every night,
You will know you are there when you see a sparkling sight!
The sparkle is from UniCandle unicorn's flame,
It lights up beautiful colors again and again.
The flame has magic powers to make your birthday wishes come true,
No matter if your eleven, seven or two.
You will be crowned a queen for a day and lead your own parade!
So come with me to see this magical world, it's a fun adventure for every boy
and girl!
Written by Puppet Lady on July 7,2010
 
 
Puppet Lady
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